
"MeBer-X" Multi-level stretcher complete with mattress and belts 
 
 

 

 
 
 

7300 MeBer-X

FEATURES

 MeBer-X, our "X" frame multilevel stretcher, is part of the new White Line and has been designed in order to make the loading, unloading,
lifting and lowering of the patient operations simpler and more ergonomic.
The main feature is the 9-height adjustment that facilitates transhipment and manoeuvrability in any condition. Made of a special aluminium
alloy, the stretcher has a load capacity of up to 320 kg, which guarantees maximum safety even for the transportation of bariatric patients.
 Unique features:

- 4 swivel castors with a diameter of 200 mm;

- washable and sanitisable aluminium bed;

- adjustable backrest from 0 ° to 80 °, lockable in any position;

- Trendelenburg and Fowler configuration;

- retractable loading trolley.

To be combined with the aticle code: art. 19162 MTX-2-X.

https://www.meber.it
https://www.meber.it/it/prodotti/supporti/19162.aspx
https://www.meber.it/it/prodotti/supporti/19162.aspx


 
 

 
 

 
 

MAIN FEATURES

 

Weight (kg) 45,9
Length (cm) 166

Max length (cm) 197
Min height (cm) 40,5
Max height (cm) 123

Min loading height (cm) 0
Max loading height (cm) 85,5

Width (cm) 60
Loading capacity (kg) 320

Multilevel
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19162
MTX-2-X Double space stainless

steel stretcher support for X-frame
stretchers

     



 
 

ACCESSORIES

 

980
"MEBER-X" Multi level cot fastening

system 12018N
Telescopic foldable phleboclysis
stand for self loading stretchers

12120
Objects holder black for lower cart

of Meber-X stretcher

12122
Objects holder black for loading

trolley of Meber-X stretcher

12128
Adjustable system for headrest of
Meber-X and Mercury stretchers

12154
"BEAR PODS" Bariatric

containment system for self-
loading stretchers

612/AN-2/MEB
Adjustable thoracic abdominal belt
orange/black with MeBer band and

4 points fastening for self loading
stretchers and sedan chairs

612/N-2/MEB
Adjustable thoracic abdominal belt

black with MeBer band with 4
points fastening for self loading

stretchers and sedan chairs

608/A-MEB
2 pieces orange belt with metallic
hook and MeBer band (L. 155 cm)

608/N-MEB
2 pieces black belt with metalic

hook and MeBer band (L. 155 cm) 12100/N
Black electrowelded shaped
cushion with MeBer logo for

electowelded mattresses

19162
MTX-2-X Double space stainless

steel stretcher support for X-frame
stretchers

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

 

612/AN-2/MEB
Adjustable thoracic abdominal belt
orange/black with MeBer band and

4 points fastening for self loading
stretchers and sedan chairs

7002
Electrowelded 4 pcs black mattress

for stretchers

608/A-MEB
2 pieces orange belt with metallic
hook and MeBer band (L. 155 cm)

 


